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Abstract: Skilful methods are considered to carry out colour transformation procedure so that secret 
image might be improved almost losslessly. In the recent times, numerous techniques were proposed for 
the purpose of securing image transmission, for which general approaches are image encryption as well 
as data hiding. We introduce a novel method in support of effective transmission of image is projected, 
that transforms secret image into an important mosaic image by same size and appears like preselected 
target image. The technique is inspired by Lai as well as Tsai, where novel type of computer art image, 
known as secret-fragment-visible mosaic image, was projected. It is the latest in that a significant mosaic 
image is produced; on the contrary by means of image encryption means that generates insignificant 
noise images. Proposed method can alter a secret image into disguise mosaic image devoid of 
compression, whereas data hiding technique have to conceal extremely compressed version of secret 
image to cover image when secret image as well as cover image contain similar data volume. Procedure of 
transformation is controlled by means of secret key, and only by means of the key can improve secret 
image almost losslessly from mosaic image. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The technique of Image encryption makes usage of 
image property, for instance high redundancy as 
well as strong spatial correlation, to obtain an 
image of encrypted that is based on Shannon 
confusion as well as diffusion properties. The 
image that is encrypted is a noise image with the 
intention that no one can get hold of secret image 
from it except he has accurate key. An optional 
way for avoiding this difficulty is data hiding that 
hide secret message to cover image in order that no 
one can recognize secret information, where data 
type of secret message is an image. Traditional 
methods of data hiding mostly make use of 
histogram shifting, difference expansion, recursive 
histogram modification as well as discrete 
transformations. To decrease the distortion of 
resultant image, upper bound for distortion value is 
typically positioned on payload of cover image. 
Hence the important issue for hiding data within 
images is tricky to set in huge amount of message 
information into particular image. For several 
applications that are expensive with no payment of 
severe distortions, such operations of data 
compression are typically not practical. Most of the 
image compression methods are not appropriate for 
line drawings as well as textual graphics, where 
sharp contrasts among adjacent pixels are 
frequently destructed to turn into evident artifacts. 
In our work a novel method in support of effective 
transmission of image is projected, that transforms 
secret image into an important mosaic image by 
same size and appears like preselected target 
image. Process of transformation is controlled by 
means of secret key, and only by means of the key 
can improve secret image almost losslessly from 
mosaic image. The proposed technique is inspired 
by Lai as well as Tsai, where novel type of 
computer art image, known as secret-fragment-
visible mosaic image, was projected. The projected 
method is the latest in that a significant mosaic 
image is produced; on the contrary by means of 
image encryption means that generates 
insignificant noise images. The image of mosaic is 
the effect of rearrangement of fragments of secret 
image in disguise of an additional image known as 
target image that is preselected from the database.  
But an understandable weakness of Lai and Tsai is 
the necessity of huge image database in order that 
produced mosaic image is satisfactorily related to 
particular target image. By means of their 
technique, user is not approved to choose favourite 
image for use as target image. It is hence desired to 
eliminate this weakness of technique while 
maintaining its merit, specifically; it is intended to 
design recent technique that  alter secret image to 
secret fragment- mosaic image of similar size that 
contain visual appearance of particular target image 
devoid of requirement of database. 
II. NEW SYSTEM INTENDED FOR 
SECURE IMAGE TRANSMISSION 
We introduce a method in support of effective 
transmission of image is projected, that transforms 
secret image into an important mosaic image by 
same size and appears like preselected target 
image. Procedure of transformation is controlled by 
means of secret key, and only by means of the key 
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can improve secret image almost from mosaic 
image. By usage of accurate pixel colour 
transformations in addition to proficient scheme for 
managing overflows as well as underflows in 
transformed values of pixels colours, visible secret-
fragment mosaic images by means of extremely 
visual similarities towards arbitrarily-selected 
images are formed without requirement of target 
image database. In addition, actual images are 
improved practically losslessly from produced 
mosaic images. The image of mosaic is 
consequence of reorganization of fragments of 
secret image in disguise of an additional image 
known as target image that is preselected from the 
database. The proposed technique is the latest in 
that a significant mosaic image is produced; on the 
contrary by means of image encryption means that 
generates insignificant noise images.  Proposed 
means can alter a secret image into disguise mosaic 
image devoid of compression, whereas data hiding 
technique have to conceal extremely compressed 
version of secret image to cover image when secret 
image as well as cover image contain similar data 
volume. A drawback of proposed means is that 
sizes of obtainable target images have to match up 
those of promising input secret images. Mosaic 
image, similar to randomly chosen target image and 
might be used as camouflage of secret image, is 
yielded by means of dividing of secret image as 
fragments and altering their colour features to be 
those of corresponding blocks of target image. A 
system of management of overflows or underflows 
in improved pixels colour values by means of 
recording colour dissimilarity in unchanged colour 
space is moreover projected. The information that 
is necessary for improving secret image is fixed 
into created mosaic image by means of lossless 
data hiding system by means of a key.  
III. PHASES OF PROPOSED IMAGE 
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 
Novel technique in support of effective 
transmission of image is projected, that transforms 
secret image into an important mosaic image by 
same size and appears like preselected target 
image. The proposed technique as shown in 
fig1will includes two most important phases such 
as mosaic image creation as well as secret image 
recovery.  In the initial phase, mosaic image is 
yielded, that includes fragments of input secret 
image by means of colour corrections consistent 
with similarity standard that is based on colour 
variations. The phase will consist of four stages 
such as: fitting of tile images of secret image to 
target blocks of pre-selected target image; alter 
colour features of every tile image in secret image 
to turn into equivalent target block within target 
image; rotate every tile image to direction by 
means of minimum RMSE value regarding 
equivalent target block; and embedding applicable 
data to produced mosaic image in support of 
upcoming improvement of secret image.  In second 
phase, embedded data is extracted to improve 
almost losslessly secret image from produced 
mosaic image. The phase will consist of two stages 
such as extraction of embedded data for recovery of 
secret image from mosaic image, and improving 
secret image by means of extracted data. A system 
of management of overflows or underflows in 
improved pixels colour values by means of 
recording colour dissimilarity in unchanged colour 
space is moreover projected. The information that 
is necessary for improving secret image is fixed 
into created mosaic image by means of lossless 
data hiding system by means of a key. A drawback 
of proposed means is that sizes of obtainable target 
images have to match up those of promising input 
secret images. When we contain an extremely huge 
secret image but simply small target images in 
support of selections, subsequently any particular 
target image have to be enlarged earlier than 
creation of mosaic image to match dimension of 
secret image, as well as created mosaic image will 
turn into blurred. Mosaic image might be used as 
camouflage of secret image, is yielded by means of 
dividing of secret image as fragments and altering 
their colour features to be those of corresponding 
blocks of target image. Transformation is 
controlled by secret key, and by key can improve 
secret image from mosaic image. The proposed 
technique is inspired by a method where novel type 
of computer art image, known as secret-fragment-
visible mosaic image, was projected. The image of 
mosaic is the effect of rearrangement of fragments 
of secret image in disguise of an additional image 
known as target image that is preselected from the 
database. The weakness of Lai and Tsai is the 
necessity of huge image database in order that 
produced mosaic image is satisfactorily related to 
particular target image and by their technique, user 
is not approved to choose favourite image for use 
as target image. It is desired to get rid of this 
weakness of technique while maintaining its merit. 
It is intended to design recent technique that  alter 
secret image to secret fragment- mosaic image of 
similar size that contain visual appearance of 
particular target image devoid of requirement of 
database. The proposed method is most recent in 
that a significant mosaic image is produced; on the 
contrary by means of image encryption means that 
generates insignificant noise images.  It adjusts a 
secret image into disguise mosaic image devoid of 
compression, whereas data hiding technique have 
to conceal extremely compressed version of secret 
image to cover image when secret image as well as 
cover image contain similar data volume. For 
increasing of the security of projected technique 
against the attack, one promising approach is to 
make use of key to randomize main information of 
secret image, before altering of secret image into 
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mosaic image by proposed technique. As a result, 
simply approved users with the key can recognize 
correct secret image whereas an attacker cannot. 
 
Fig1. An overview of proposed method 
IV. CONCLUSION 
In recent times, images from several sources are 
utilized as well as transmitted all the way through 
internet for different applications and these images 
will typically hold private or else private 
information in order that they have to be confined 
from leakages all through transmissions. In our 
work a new technique in support of successful 
transmission of image is projected, that transforms 
secret image into an important mosaic image by 
same size and appears like preselected target 
image. Method of transformation is controlled by 
means of secret key, and only by means of the key 
can improve secret image almost from mosaic 
image. The technique is inspired by Lai as well as 
Tsai, where novel type of computer art image, 
known as secret-fragment-visible mosaic image, 
was projected. The image of mosaic is effect of 
rearrangement of fragments of secret image in 
disguise of an additional image known as target 
image that is preselected from the database. The 
proposed method is the latest in that a significant 
mosaic image is produced; on the contrary by 
means of image encryption means that generates 
insignificant noise images. The method can alter a 
secret image into disguise mosaic image devoid of 
compression, whereas data hiding technique have 
to conceal extremely compressed version of secret 
image to cover image when secret image as well as 
cover image contain similar data volume. The 
technique will include two most important phases 
such as mosaic image creation as well as secret 
image recovery. 
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